
State Vs. Naveen Kumar 
FIR No. 299/2020
PS GTB Enclave

U/s 63/65 C.R. Act and 420 IPC

21.09.2020

An application for bail is filed on behalf of applicant / accused Naveen Kumar 

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Vijay Pal, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)
IO SI Dharmender in person. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the bail application. Copy already supplied.

Heard. Record perused. 

Considering the overall facts and circumstances of the case and that

matter is at an initial stage of investigation and the gravity and nature of the offences

and the manner of commission of the offence, therefore, no ground for grant of bail is

made out. Accordingly, the application for grant of bail of accused Naveen Kumar is

dismissed.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all  as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

21.09.2020

Certificate:

The proceedings are conducted through Video-conferencing CISCO Webex interface.
Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the connectivity
was also proper throughout the proceedings.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

21.09.2020



FIR No.  216/2020
PS GTB Enclave
U/s 380/454 IPC

State Vs. Unknown

21.09.2020

An application for release of LCD Samsung Black colour is filed on behalf of

applicant Sonu Malik 

Present:- Mr. Ranjeet Singh, Ld. APP for State. (On Webex).
Mr. Varun Kr. Singh, Counsel for applicant. (On Webex).

Court  proceedings  have  been  conducted  through  video

conferencing, CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the application. Copy supplied.

Submission heard and report perused. As per report of IO, he has

no objection if the LCD is released on superdari.

In  these  circumstances,  the  aforesaid  LCD be  released  to  the

owner subject to the following conditions:

1. LCD in question be released to its owner only subject to furnishing of

bond in the sum of Rs. 10,000/- to the satisfaction of concerned SHO/IO;

2. That the applicant shall not sell of or otherwise dispose of the said

LCD without the prior permission of the court and shall produce the said LCD

as and when directed by the court;

3. IO shall prepare punchnama also mentioning the colour, appearance,

number, registered owner and other necessary details of the LCD;

4. IO shall take the coloured photographs of the said LCD from different

sides;

5. The  photographs  should  be  attested  and  counter  signed  by  the

complainant, accused and the owner;
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6. The IO shall get the videography of the said LCD done in such a

manner that the colour, appearance, number of the LCD is clearly visible;

7. IO shall get the said LCD value from a proper valuer and shall take a

valuation report in this regard from the valuer;

8. The expenses for photography, videography and the valuation shall

be done at the expenses of the rightful owner;

9. IO shall keep on record the copy of the bill / invoice with respect to

the purchase of the said LCD and shall also keep the document of ownership

of the LCD.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-1/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

21.09.2020

Certificate:

The proceedings were conducted through Video Conferencing CISCO Webex
interface. Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the
connectivity was also proper throughout the proceedings. 

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-1/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

21.09.2020



ID No. 1135/2020
Deepak Suri Vs. Sukhdev @ Lala

21.09.2020

File is taken up today on an application for issuing notice moved on behalf of

applicant / complainant

Present:- None. 

Court  proceedings  have  been  conducted  through  video

conferencing,  CISCO Webex interface.

Despite several calls since morning, none has appeared on behalf

of applicant / complainant either in person or through VC, accordingly, present

application is dismissed in default as well as non prosecution. 

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

21.09.2020



ID No. 1301/2020
Nawal Kishore Tiwari Vs. Kapil Dev

21.09.2020

File is taken up today on an application for condonation of delay moved on

behalf of applicant / complainant

Present:- Ms. Minakshi Sharma, counsel for applicant / complainant ( On  
webex)

Court  proceedings  have  been  conducted  through  video

conferencing,  CISCO Webex interface.

Heard. Record perused. 

Let notice of  this application be issued to the non applicant  on

filing of PF returnable on date fixed i.e. 04.01.2021.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

21.09.2020
Certificate:

The proceedings were conducted through Video Conferencing CISCO Webex
interface. Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the
connectivity was also proper throughout the proceedings. 

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

21.09.2020


